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Correspondence
A tribute to Prof. Lotfi A. Zadeh: My teacher, mymentor and my friendThank you, Lotfi, for being my teacher, advisor and true
friend for the past fifty years or so. You have expanded my
knowledge, and greatly influenced my career, as well as my
personal life. I wish you and your lovely wife Fay many more
years of health and happiness.
I first met Lotfi when he came from Columbia University to
Berkeley (Cal), around 1958–1959. At that time, both Berkeley
and Stanfordwould ‘‘raid’’ MIT, Columbia and other places, and,
as a consequence, at about the same time, Professors E. Jury,
C. Desoer, and A. Bergen also joined the Cal Electrical
Engineering faculty. I was just beginning my graduate studies,
supervised by the (late) Otto J.M. Smith, an unsung hero
of classical control, and was looking forward to curriculum
changes introduced by the new faculty.
The first major impact that Lotfi had on my career was
due to a seminar course, which he taught, that covered the
Maximum Principle by Pontryagin (L.S. Pontryagin later received
the Lenin Prize, the equivalent of the Nobel Prize in the USSR,
for his work), Dynamic Programming by Bellman and, for some
reason, Stochastic Approximation a-la Kiefer and Wolfovitch.
Pontryagin had published the Maximum Principle in Russian,
which he delivered at a mathematics conference in Edinburgh,
in 1957. Lotfi, who was fluent in Russian, lectured from that
paper in that seminal seminar course. I was struggling, at that
time, with time-optimal controls, and it became immediately
obvious to me that the necessary conditions provided by the
Maximum Principle could be used to determine switching
curves for various plants. I also recall Lotfimaking the statement
that ‘‘there must be a relationship between the Maximum
Principle and Dynamic Programming’’. Of course, he was right,
as was later shown, using the Hamilton–Jacobi-Bellman partial
differential equations. This hooked me into Optimal Control,
which was the foundation of my future academic career.
Lotfi agreed to be a ‘‘reader’’ of my Ph.D. thesis, along with
Charlie Desoer and Art Bergen. We had long discussions about
control theory, in general, and optimal control, in particular
(that was before his fuzzy logic paper). Lotfi always presented
the high-level view,while Charlie Desoerwould be a stickler for
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.mathematical precision. This was clearly reflected in their book
on ‘‘Linear Systems’’. The first four chapters, primarily written
by Lotfi, were best read sitting next to a fireplace, listening to
classical music while the rest of the chapters, primarily written
by Charlie Desoer, required true concentration and hard work.
Lotfi soon invited Dick Bellman to give several lectures at
Cal. He also convinced Rudy Kalman to give an intense two-
week course on filtering. At that time, Rudy had completed the
derivation of the discrete-time Kalman-Bucy filter and he was
struggling with the continuous-time version, using a second-
order system to guide his thinking. Rudy had also worked on
the Linear-Quadratic problem, as well as the Hamilton–Jacobi-
Bellman equation. I had many discussions with him about
Optimal Control and I almost went to work for him at RIAS.
So, my future career, based on Optimal Control, was largely
due to Lotfi’s seminar and the visiting lecturers, Kalman and
Bellman.
Around 1960, I started thinking about future employment.
I, naturally, sought Lotfi’s advice, and he encouraged me
to work in industry. I distinctly remember his words: ‘‘you
are too energetic and universities are too sleepy!’’ Naturally,
I took his advice and, after 25 employment offers, ended
up at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, an Air Force supported
research center in Lexington, MA in June 1961. One reason
for choosing Lincoln was the fact that two of my future co-
workers, Harold Kushner and Lee Gardner, were doing research
on stochastic approximation (a somewhat esoteric subject, even
for a research lab). So, once more, Lotfi’s seminar has some
impact on the choice of my first job. Soon, thereafter, I co-
authoredwith Peter Falb, our book onOptimal Control; the only
available textbook for the next three years.
Around 1963, Lotfi spent a sabbatical at MIT. He encouraged
me to give a series of lectures at MIT based on my book, which
was received very well by many students. At that time, there
was a vacuum (The saying was often attributed to the, then,
Dean of Engineering, Gordon Brown who had founded the MIT
servo lab (renamed ESL and finally LIDS), that ‘‘control is dead’’.
How many times have I heard the same words from people,
ignorant of the subject, and charlatans throughout the past sixty
years.) at the MIT Electrical Engineering (EE) department, in
‘‘Modern Control Theory’’. The new EE chairman, Peter Elias, a
well-known information theorist, decided to fill the vacuum by
hiring, in 1963 and 1964, Roger Brockett, George Zames, and
myself. The three of us revised the EE graduate curriculum in
control, supervised plenty of first-class students, and had lots
of ‘‘easy’’ research funding.
It was at that time that Lotfi turned ‘‘fuzzy’’. I read his
famous first fuzzy paper, before it was published, and we
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with his premise that if computers were to be useful for
communicating with human decision makers, then, the use
of fuzzy logic and membership functions would be far more
natural, understandable, and preferable, by humans, compared
to communicating with probabilities and probability density
functions. I recall that Lotfi was fully aware at that time that
he would face the ‘‘wrath’’ of probability theorists and he was
fully prepared to defend his ideas.
With one of my best graduate students, Michael Szeto, we
tried to derive a Fuzzy-type Kalman Filter, using membership
functions rather than probability density functions. We failed
to derive anything. There were two reasons that had to do with
the peculiarities of fuzzy arithmetic and algebra:
1. The standard Kalman filter probabilistic derivation uses,
extensively, the symmetry of Bayes rule, i.e., P(A, B) =
P(A|B).P(B) = P(B|A).P(A). This type of symmetry does
not hold with membership functions (at least we could not
derive it).
2. In linear systems, Gaussian distributions are preserved by
linear operations. I am not aware that there is any nontriv-
ial operator (linear or nonlinear) that preserves the shape of
membership functions, e.g. operators on triangularmember-
ship functions yield triangular membership functions.
The above should not be interpreted as a criticism of fuzzy
set theory. It just shows that some easy ‘‘crisp’’ problems cannot
be attacked using fuzzy logic.
Lotfi was an extremely sociable person. He was always
inseparable from, at least, one camera. He would take hundreds
of photos at conferences. During my subsequent visits to
Berkeley, he and Fay always invited me – and my wife, if she
were with me – for dinner at their beautiful home on the
Berkeley hills. A huge red Persian carpet dominated their living
room.
Lotfi, you well deserve to be the ‘‘God’’ of fuzzy researchers.
I sincerely hope that, after some years, one or more of
your disciples will invent new computer architecture andlanguages that will fulfill your dream of computing with
words. Then, all your dreams and theories of natural man-
machine communication will lead to another revolutionary
era of computation and applications. (In a seminar at the
Portuguese Academy of Sciences, Lotfi showed a slide that
indicated that, in order to ‘‘compute’’ a solution to a simple
fuzzy problem with present-day computers, one has to solve a
horrible set of nonlinear integral-partial differential equations.)
As iswell known, Lotfi and I had several debates (the debates
were always well attended. I recall that during one of the CDC’s
in Tampawehad about 1000 people in the audience. I suggested
to Lotfi that we should incorporate and do a ‘‘traveling circus’’
set of debates charging attendance fees. He said he was already
traveling too much anyway!) on ‘‘crisp vs. fuzzy feedback
control’’.
In closing, Lotfi, I am privileged to have had you as my
inspiring teacher, wise mentor, and friend. I cannot think of
anyone else that had more impact upon my professional and
personal life. Rita and I wish you and Fay many more years of
health and joy.
Thank you!
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